A promising approach to the Standard Model flavor puzzle is based on the idea that the SU (3) 3 quark-flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken by vacuum expectation values of 'Yukawa fields' which minimize the symmetry invariant scalar potential at configurations corresponding to the observed quark masses and mixing angles. We show that this approach provides a simple and elegant explanation for CP conservation in strong interactions. PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv,11.30.Er,11.30.Qc,11.30.Rd Keywords: Strong CP problem, Flavor symmetries, Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking A plethora of experimental verifications have confirmed QCD as the correct theory of strong interactions. Still, QCD contains an unresolved puzzle related to nonperturbative effects, which would naturally lead to a neutron electric dipole moment orders of magnitude larger than present limits. This is the strong-CP problem. Basically, the problem arises from the structure of the QCD vacuum [1] . Invariance under gauge transformations with nontrivial topological number requires that the physical vacuum is a superposition of pure gauge configurations of all possible topological charges p, weighted by unimodular complex coefficients depending on an angle θ whose value is not fixed by the theory: |0 θ = p e iθp |p . Vacuum-to-vacuum transitions in the θ vacuum can be computed from the generating functional by adding to the naive Lagrangian a θ-dependent term:
A plethora of experimental verifications have confirmed QCD as the correct theory of strong interactions. Still, QCD contains an unresolved puzzle related to nonperturbative effects, which would naturally lead to a neutron electric dipole moment orders of magnitude larger than present limits. This is the strong-CP problem. Basically, the problem arises from the structure of the QCD vacuum [1] . Invariance under gauge transformations with nontrivial topological number requires that the physical vacuum is a superposition of pure gauge configurations of all possible topological charges p, weighted by unimodular complex coefficients depending on an angle θ whose value is not fixed by the theory: |0 θ = p e iθp |p . Vacuum-to-vacuum transitions in the θ vacuum can be computed from the generating functional by adding to the naive Lagrangian a θ-dependent term: (1) where L θ = θ g 2 s 32π 2 G aµνGa µν with G aµν the gluon field strength tensor,G a µν its dual, and g s the strong coupling constant. Physics processes computed with L QCD alone are in striking agreement with experiments; however, the inclusion of L θ clashes with phenomenology because it violates P and CP . In particular, experimental bounds on CP-violation in strong interactions are very tight, the strongest ones coming from the limits on the electric dipole moment of the neutron d n < 0.29 · 10 −25 e [2] which implies |θ| < 0.56 · 10 −10 . Such a small number suggests that there should be a physical mechanism that enforces θ = 0.
Under a chiral transformation ψ → e iαγ5 ψ the fermion path integral measure in eq. (1) is not invariant, but transforms as [3] [
where n the number of quark flavors. For massless fermions L QCD is invariant under a chiral transformation, which then amounts to a simple change of variables that cannot affect the physics. For α = θ 2n the L θ term gets canceled, implying that eq. (1) describes a theory equivalent to a theory with θ = 0. However, for the physical case of massive quarks, a chiral transformation modifies the quark mass term asψ M ψ →ψ M e 2iαγ5 ψ with the net effect of shifting the overall phase of the determinant of the quark mass matrices:
A non vanishing θ parameter can thus be brought back and forth from L θ to the fermions mass term;θ
) is however invariant under chiral transformations and represents a physically meaningful parameter. A CP conserving theory is obtained when θ = 0, and it is equivalent to a theory in which θ = 0 and the quark masses are real. Another longstanding puzzle of the Standard Model (SM) is related to the peculiar way the quark flavor symmetry [4] is broken: the observed breaking pattern involves unnaturally large hierarchies between the quark masses, and the structure of the quark flavor mixing matrix, without any apparent explanation, is very close to diagonal. A promising approach to explain this puzzle is based on the idea that the SM Yukawa couplings are generated from dimension 5 operators involving quark bilinears, the Higgs field, and two scalar multiplets of 'Yukawa fields', one for the up and one for the down sector:
where Q is the vector of the left-handed quarks, doublets of weak isospin, u, d denote the triplets of righthanded SU (2) quark singlets,H = iσ 2 H * with H the Higgs field, The theoretical challenge is to find a G F -invariant scalar potential V (Y u , Y d , Z) (where Z denotes generically additional scalars coupled to the Yukawa fields in a symmetry invariant way) which can spontaneously break G F yielding at the minimum of the potential a set of vacuum expectation values (vevs) Y q (q = u, d) with the observed structures of the SM Yukawa couplings. In ref [5] it was found that the most general renormalizable G F -invariant scalar potential involving only Y u and Y d admits the treelevel vacuum configurations Y q ∼ diag(0, 0, v q ). This appeared as a promising starting point to account for the hierarchies m t m c,u and m b m s,d . However, in ref. [6] it was proven that the vanishing entries in Y q cannot be lifted to non-vanishing values by any type of perturbative effects (loop corrections or higher dimensional operators involving Y u,d only). In the same paper it was also shown that a hierarchical pattern of Yukawa couplings with non-vanishing entries can be obtained by including additional G F multiplets. As we will discuss in a forthcoming publication [7] , the full structure of quark mixings and hierarchical masses can in fact be obtained
ing a suitable number of additional scalars Z. This result proves that spontaneous flavor symmetry breaking (SFSB) is a viable approach to tackle the SM flavor puzzle. In this paper we show that this same approach avoids the strong CP problem, since the conditions θ = 0 and det(M u M d ) ∈ R get automatically enforced in a dynamical way. It is quite remarkable that this is an intrinsic property of the SFSB scenario which avoids the need of postulating additional mechanisms to explain why CP is conserved in strong interactions.
The Lagrangian terms relevant for our discussion are L m in eq. (4) and the SFSB potential
where Y q stands for (Y u , Y d ). For simplicity we take at first all parameters to be real (see below for generalization). L m in eq. (4) is formally invariant under the (chiral) rephasing [5] which are trivially invariant under Y q rephasing. V 2 contains, besides the Yukawa fields, other scalars Z which are needed to generate through the vevs Y u , Y d a set of Yukawa couplings in agreement with observations [6, 7] , and in general it includes also nonHermitian monomials. However, by imposing suitable transformation properties for the Z fields, one can ensure that also V 2 is formally invariant under the transformation eq. (9) (see below).
The
where D q = |D q | while δ q (x) are the dynamical phases of the determinants of the matrices of Yukawa fields. This is the only non invariant piece of the scalar potential, and under Y q rephasing transforms according to:
where the Y q 's have dimension n/2, with n the number of flavors. Given that the background values of the determinant phases δ q are modified by the transformations eq. (9) while all the other terms of the (classical) Lagrangian remain unaffected, we can conclude that by themselves L m , V 1 and V 2 leave the values of δ u,d undetermined. Therefore only V D is responsible for fixing their specific values at the potential minimum. By choosing α = θ 2n , the term L θ in eq. (1) is canceled by the Jacobian of the fermion functional measure eq. (2), while minimization of V D , that is obtained for cos δ q (x) = −1, yields
We see that the condition θ = 0 together with real quark masses gets dynamically realized upon SSB of the flavor symmetry. This provides an elegant explanation for the non observation of strong CP violating effects [17] .
Let us note at this point that while the transformations eqs. (7)- (9) are reminiscent of a U (1) Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [8] , because of the non invariance of V D there is in fact no such a symmetry. The PQ mechanism relies on a U (1) P Q Abelian symmetry that is exact at the classical level, and gets broken only by instanton effects that generate the analogous of our V D term. Spontaneous breaking of U (1) P Q implies that a (quasi-)massless Nambu-Goldstone boson, the axion, must exist. In contrast, in the present case there is no U (1) P Q and thus no axion. Of course, if the flavor symmetry is global, a large number of massless Nambu-Goldstone bosons will appear upon SFSB. They, however, can be sufficiently decoupled from SM processes by taking the SFSB scale sufficiently large [9] . Alternatively, G F can be gauged, for example along the lines discussed in refs. [10] [11] [12] , and no new massless particles appear in the theory.
In the remainder of the paper we will argue that the result eq. (12) (i) is not affected by generalizing to complex Lagrangian parameters; (ii) it does not get spoiled by perturbative quantum corrections; (iii) it remains protected against possible effects of physics at scalesΛ Λ, as for example Planck scale effects.
(i) Complex parameters. Dropping the previous simplification of real parameters, we generalize eq. (4) and eq. (10) allowing for y q → y q e iϑq and µ q → µ q e iϕq . After performing the chiral transformations eqs. (7)- (8) we remove the phases from L m , including also ϑ q , by generalizing eq. (9) to:
This ensures that once we set α = θ/(2n), if det Y q ∈ R there is no strong CP violation (complex phases in the Higgs vev can be always removed via SU (2) × U (1) rotations).
As we have said, V 2 (Y q , Z) might contain some monomials which are not Hermitian. For example, if we admit the set of fields Z Q , Z u , Z d transforming respectively in the fundamental representations of the simple subgroups SU (3) Q , SU (3) u , SU (3) d of G F , and singlets under the remaining two, we have [7] (14) which is formally invariant under (13) if we assign the following transformation rules to Z q and Z Q :
The additional complex phases in γ ud and ν q appearing in eq. (14) will be irrelevant in the following discussion. After a change of variables eq. (13) with α = θ 2n , eq. (10) reads:
Clearly the minimum of V D still occurs for δ q = π and
(ii) Quantum corrections. The one-loop ColemanWeinberg corrections to the effective potential [13, 14] for a scalar field Y = Y q can be written, in the MS scheme, as
where the background dependent mass functions M 2 i are the eigenvalues of the matrix [6] [
where we are including only the contributions to the effective potential coming from self-interactions between the components of the Y field. This suffices for our scopes because these are the only terms that carry a dependence on the phase of D. The eigenvalues M 2 i have been computed in [6] and have the generic form:
where C 2 i are real coefficients which do not depend on the determinant phase δ(x), and the real functions F i sum up radical functions of the argument which, after the usual field redefinitions, can be written as 2µD cos(δ). The derivative of the one loop potential
then sums up terms that all vanish atδ = π, which thus extremizes all theδ dependent one-loop contributions and ensures that the quark mass eigenvalues remain real. Depending on the sign of their specific coefficients some of these contribution will have a minimum inδ = π while others inδ = 0. However, it is clear that the perturbative nature of these corrections cannot change the tree level global minimumδ = π into a local maximum, so that δ u + δ d keeps vanishing mod 2π.
(iii) Effective operators. The PQ solution to the strong CP problem is not free from some difficulties. The most serious ones are related to Planck scale effects that, although suppressed by powers of the Planck mass, can induce sufficiently large U (1) P Q breaking effects to spoil the solution, unless the dimension of the operators is ≥ 10 [15, 16] . It is then mandatory to study if a similar problem can occur also in the present case. Physics at a scaleΛ Λ might generate higher dimension effective operators of the form
with n > 1, which, by bringing in new complex phases φΛ , could shift the minimum away fromδ = π. Let us investigate which are the necessary conditions for this to occur. We assume that a new minimum develops at δ = π − . At this minimum, the tree level potential is then lifted by
The leading effective term induced by the new physics must be of the form:
and we take conservatively a change in VΛ linear in :
The condition for the minimum to move away fromδ = π is that
which yields:
where we have used
. Conflicts with phenomenology would in fact occur only if the shift away from the minimum in π induces a too large neutron electric dipole moment, which requires > ∼ 10 −10 . From this and from eq. (28) we obtain that the new scalē Λ cannot be too far from the scale of flavor symmetry breaking:Λ < 10 2 Λ (since the value of the top quark Yukawa coupling requires Tr(Y u ) /Λ ∼ 1 , we can take the flavor breaking scale to be of order Λ). In particular, whenΛ = M Planck , whenever the flavor breaking scale is not unreasonably large (say, Λ < ∼ 10 17 GeV) we should not worry about the possibility that Planck scale effects could reintroduce dangerous strong CP violating effects.
Symmetry invariance under the quark flavor group G F = SU (3) Q × SU (3) u × SU (3) d requires promoting the quark Yukawa couplings Y q to dynamical fields transforming properly under G F . The minimum of the G Finvariant potential should then break G F spontaneously, producing a symmetry breaking pattern for Y q in agreement with observations [7] . We have shown that the determinants of the Yukawa matrices Y u,d are the only terms in the scalar potential that are not invariant under a phase transformation of the Yukawa fields. By a change of field variables, the QCD P and CP violating θ term can be moved to the quark-Yukawa Lagrangian, and from there to the Yukawa determinants. We have shown that at the minimum of the SFSB potential det(Y q ) acquires a real vev, which yield real quark masses that can be made all positive without reinstating a θ term. Thus, a general property of breaking spontaneously the quark-flavor symmetry is to automatically account for the non-observation of strong-CP violating phenomena. Of course, since a real and positive det(Y q ) is obtained for example from the parametrization Y q = V q Y diag q with Y diag q diagonal with real and positive entries, and V a complex special unitary matrix (det V = +1), CP violation in the electroweak sector can still occur. An example of a SFSB potential V (Y u , Y d , Z) realizing this scenario will be presented in a forthcoming paper [7] .
